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Section 2.1 and 2.2. in methods. The structure of the proposed method, to determine the entropy of 97 discrete variables and statistical distributions of internal partitioning in shapes and the procedure 98 to measure the quantity of information in geometrical patterns in the architecture of biological and 99 non biological systems, is presented in Section 2.3 and 2.4. Results and analysis in terms of entropy 100 are provided in Section 3 and finally in Section 4 the discussion and conclusions are presented. 
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The establishment of a measure of spatial organization able to determine the geometrical entropy 104 of biological organizations is derived from a previous analysis of geometrical constrictions in five-fold 105 morphologies [29] . In this new work our main methodology is centered on statistical measurements of 106 geometrical heterogeneity and their related entropy. The aim of our methodology regards for 107 determining levels of homogeneity-heterogeneity and levels of information associated to biological 108 organizations. The statistical analysis is derived from the study of localities and their sub-localities 109 arising from constructions generically named shapes . A shape is a set of spatial planar confined 110 regions called sub-localities inside a locality . Therefore, a shape could be a regular or irregular 111 polygon. On that sense, each shape has an area distributed inside that can be subject to be 112 statistically analyzed. The main idea to establish the generic name of shape is due to it is useful to 113 define either polygons or areas (numeric values) associated with particular shapes.
114
Each locality is constituted by a subset of a given number of sub-localities, 1 , 2 , … , 115 such that =∪ =1 , where is a spatial region which could be a convex polygon in ℝ 2 . Let be 116 the area of each sub-locality. If = ∀ , , then we said that is regular ( Figure 1 ). In contrast, if 117 exists some ≠ such that ≠ then we say that is not regular and it can be considered 118 either a highly homogeneous or a heterogeneous partition. Therefore, let = ∑ =1 be the sum of 119 all the associated areas of every locality; this set determines a polygon or shape = { }. Therefore, 120 is a generalization of locality or any set of sub-localities which are considered in numerical terms.
121
Therefore, the area average of a locality is: 
134
The main objective of our research is the establishment of a measure of spatial organization able 135 to determine the geometrical entropy of biological organizations regarding particular geometries as 136 references. In a previous paper we have shown homogeneity variations in a set of polygonal discoid 137 arrangements with partitions of several numbers. We relate equation (2) with a proper collection of 138 data reflecting rates of spatial heterogeneity, quantifying indexes of standard deviations of areas in all 139 of our theoretical samples. Our geometrical design has as a first condition the fact that, planar discs 140 with different number of sub-localities remains with an almost constant area during the experiment in 141 order to have normalized data [29] . Although we consider partitions of discs ranging from three to ten 142 sob-localities and each partition with a constant area during the experiment, we include ten levels of 143 variability ( Figure 2 ). That variability certifies that our model includes a broad range of random 144 partitions inside discs controlling the polygonal number of sides in a well confined space. For this 145 purpose, we use Voronoi diagrams to model space partitioning with different number of parts (from 146 three to ten), where two variables were studied, namely, partitioning number and partition variability.
147
The algorithm to build partitioning and levels of variability of discs is described in detail in reference 148 [29] . Our final conclusion in that work was that highly homogeneous partition of internal space can be 149 considered as a geometrical constraint in five-fold symmetry against any other ( Figure 3 ), and this 150 kind of highly ordered partition can be considered as a functional geometrical particular feature of 151 biological organizations. Since five-folding often is an arrangement associated with biological 152 architectures, we consider this organization and their features as a first clue. In addition, it is an 153 intuitive fact that four and six folding partitions are also frequent architectures in nature (e. g. flowers).
154
To continue with this hypothesis we need to develop a formal procedure to understand differences 155 between biological and non biological organizations in terms of information using entropy equations. 
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The Shannon entropy is a parameter indicating information which is a resolution of uncertainty.
171
Our model satisfies the fact that we may work with frequencies of discrete variables which are areas 172 of polygonal shapes. Shannon elucidates the convenience of the use of a logarithmic function in the 173 definition of the entropies, what it is mainly because mathematically "it is more suitable", because 174 many limiting operations in terms of the logarithm are simpler than in terms of the statistical 175 behavior (the number of possibilities or frequency).
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One important and non trivial fact regarding polygonal geometry is the statistical behavior of 177 inner area distributions in shapes . The heterogeneity of area distributions according to 178 partitioning number reveals that the number of elements in a disc determines the homogeneity 179 distribution of areas. In that sense, the frequency of distribution of heterogeneities is different in line 180 with the geometrical nature of polygons. Thus, this difference might generate a parametric measure 181 of either organization of internal spatial elements (sub-localities) or entropy. In line, the choice of a 182 logarithmic base regards towards an election of a proper unit for measuring information. If the base 183 2 is used, the resulting unit is called 'bit' (a contraction of binary unit).
184
In consonance with this we consider frequency values of heterogeneity as discrete variables.
185
The entropy of discrete variables could be defined as follows. 
199
Defining entropy in mosaics of cells requires the coordinates of individual polygons.
200
Consequently, polygons were treated with a similar procedure applied to shapes . Nonetheless, in 201 this case there will not be a Voronoi treatment for points since each polygon has its own precise set of 
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According to partitioning number the heterogeneity distributions of shapes is showed in for partitioning number five. The highest level for heterogeneity is for partitioning number ten.
229
In order to link entropy and information, our evidence suggests that five-folding organization 230 depicts a sort of spatial organization with low values of information ( Figure 6 ). In addition, the 231 entropy values for spatial organizations also reflect being in line with figures 3 and 5. Hence, we 232 consider this entropy measure as a solid argument to be applied not just on individual polygons, as 233 we have done up to now, but to explore whether or not there are entropy differences between more 
248
Spatial heterogeneity in mosaics of polygons was derived using equation (4) 
Discussion

287
The highest level of homogeneity for partitioning number five represents the establishment of a 288 biological form of reference to start to work on. According to our binary partition of frequency 289 distribution where below of 0.5 of heterogeneity represents 0 and above of 0.5 of heterogeneity 290 represents 1, it is clear that five-folding arrangements distributes space in a very equal statistical 291 possibility. Even there is an evident closeness with four and six folding partition there are statistical 292 differences between them that were clear in a previous paper [29] . In terms of entropy derived from 
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algorithmic constructions are following mathematical prescriptions whose level of correctness 324 leaves out the essential nature of BIO group which is a lightly bias disruption of order. In fact,
325
control simulation group has a value of zero of entropy ( Figure 10 ).
326
Conclusions
327
Our results reflect that there is an informational limit for biological organizations. According to 328 this conclusion, biological organizations are complex systems which should be constrained into a 329 narrow window of variability depending on levels of informational entropy. However, the fact is 330 that we can see a myriad of morphological variations in nature. We conclude that the statistical 331 properties of biological architectures can be manifested in an overwhelming amount of 332 morphologies since all of them are singular possibilities in the realm of pure organization. In that 333 sense, shape is a constant configuration changing of dynamical arrangements opening infinite 334 possibilities of configurations with biological attributes as a consequence of its essential organization 335 which depends on their own limits. According to our results, we consider that homogeneity with 336 low levels of heterogeneity is a constant issue from many perspectives. Networks theory call it 12 of 14 sparcity, chaos theory refers to it in an interval between order and chaos. With this in mind, we 338 consider that the value and limits of informational entropy for geometrical systems that we are 339 approaching has a width domain of impact.
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